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The impact of quantum nuclear effects on hydrogen 共H-兲 bond strength has been inferred in earlier
work from bond lengths obtained from path integral molecular dynamics 共PIMD兲 simulations. To
obtain a direct quantitative assessment of such effects, we use constrained-centroid PIMD
simulations to calculate the free energy changes upon breaking the H-bonds in dimers of HF and
water. Comparing ab initio simulations performed using PIMD and classical nucleus molecular
dynamics 共MD兲, we find smaller dissociation free energies with the PIMD method. Specifically, at
50 K, the H-bond in 共HF兲2 is about 30% weaker when quantum nuclear effects are included, while
that in 共H2O兲2 is about 15% weaker. In a complementary set of simulations, we compare
unconstrained PIMD and classical nucleus MD simulations to assess the influence of quantum
nuclei on the structures of these systems. We find increased heavy atom distances, indicating
weakening of the H-bond consistent with that observed by direct calculation of the free energies of
dissociation. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3505038兴
I. INTRODUCTION

It is not difficult to illustrate the importance of hydrogen
共H-兲 bonds in nature—cases where H-bonds play a major
role include the structures of liquid water and ice, and the
binding of the strands of base pairs in DNA.1 Correspondingly, H-bonding has remained a major research topic; an
ongoing example is the discussion of H-bonding in the structure of liquid water.2–13 Although it is often possible to avoid
explicit consideration of the quantum mechanics of the nuclei in simulations,14 when atoms having light nuclei are involved, quantifiable deviations from the picture of the nuclei
as classical point particles can occur, especially at low temperatures. Examples include the structure of ice and proton
transfer in liquid water, ice, and water at interfaces.15 The
covalent bond lengths in the water molecule itself are affected by the mass of hydrogen.16 Undoubtedly, it is important to assess quantum nuclear effects in the case of H-bonds,
where light nuclei are intrinsically involved. By considering
pair correlation functions from path integral molecular dynamics 共PIMD兲 simulations, it has been suggested that the
H-bonds in liquid water are weakened by quantum nuclear
effects.13 This differs from the behavior seen in bulk liquid
hydrogen fluoride 共HF兲, where PIMD simulations indicated
that the quantum mechanics of the nuclei strengthens
H-bonding.17 For dimers of both water and HF, assessments
of quantum nuclear effects on the heavy atom distances indicated weakening of the H-bonds.18,19 In the case of HF
clusters, PIMD calculations suggested a crossover from
weakening to strengthening of the H-bonding in clusters of
more than four HF monomers due to quantum nuclear
effects.19
In these earlier studies, the influence of quantum nuclear
a兲
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effects on H-bond strength was inferred indirectly from the
structural data: bond lengths in the case of small clusters and
pair correlation functions in the case of bulk systems. To
directly assess quantum nuclear effects on H-bond strength,
it is important to consider the free energy changes involved
with breaking the H-bonds. There are several ways to calculate free energies. A computationally efficient method to determine free energy changes involved with a transition, such
as the dissociation of an H-bond, is the potential of mean
force 共PMF兲.20–23 This method is attractive in the context of
quantum nuclei as it was shown to seamlessly translate to the
PIMD context in the work of Gillan.24 Here, we directly
determine the influence of quantum nuclear effects on the
strengths of H-bonds by comparing PMFs obtained with
classical and quantum nuclei. As test cases, we consider HF
and water dimers at low temperature 共50 K兲. In the PIMD
case, we employ a simple scheme to constrain the centroids
共geometrical averages of the positions of the atoms over all
the beads representing the system兲. To assess the influence of
quantum nuclear effects on the equilibrium structures of
these dimers, we also perform unconstrained PIMD and classical nucleus MD simulations for the same systems. For both
MD and PIMD simulations, all interatomic interactions are
determined using density functional theory 共DFT兲. Although
the computational cost of accurately including quantum
nuclear effects in the calculation of dissociation free energies
is still substantial, our work shows that, in general, it is now
feasible to directly compute the strengths of H-bonds using
ab initio PIMD.
This paper proceeds as follows. First, we describe our
methodology, in particular, outlining the constrained-centroid
PIMD method we use to calculate PMFs with quantum nuclei. We then move to the main part of the work, in which we
consider small H-bonded systems, presenting PIMD and
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classical nucleus MD mean forces for dimers of HF and water at 50 K, together with the resulting dissociation free energies. Such mean force curves for the dissociation of
H-bonded dimers have not previously been obtained with ab
initio PIMD. For the HF dimer, the mean constraint forces in
the PIMD case are significantly smaller in magnitude than in
the classical nucleus MD calculations, leading to a reduction
of ⬃30% in the H-bond strength. We examine the effect of
replacing the hydrogen atoms in 共HF兲2 with deuterium 共D兲
atoms, finding that the free energy of dissociation is reduced
by ⬃10% in the PIMD simulations, a smaller reduction than
that seen in the case of 共HF兲2. For the water dimer, we again
find a reduction 共⬃15%兲 of the free energy of dissociation
when quantum nuclear effects are included; when the H atoms are replaced by D atoms, the reduction in the free energy of dissociation due to quantum nuclear effects becomes
⬃10%. Next, we discuss the free energies of dissociation
obtained with our PIMD and classical nucleus MD approaches in light of other estimates of the energies involved
in dissociating these H-bonded dimers and summarize our
findings. Overall, this work establishes a clear connection
between increased heavy atom distances and weakening of
H-bonds due to quantum nuclear effects.

TABLE I. Equilibrium dissociation energies De 共upper part兲 共Ref. 52兲 and
harmonic ZPE-corrected dissociation energies D0 共lower part兲 for HF and
water dimers calculated with various methods. The electronic structure
method is indicated in each case.
De
共eV兲

PBEa
PBEb
CCSD共T兲c
CCSD共T兲d

共HF兲2

共H2O兲2

0.238
0.209

0.232
0.214
0.218

0.199
D0
共eV兲

PBEa
PBEb
CCSD共T兲e
CCSD共T兲f

共HF兲2

共H2O兲2

0.153
0.131

0.122
0.122
0.143

0.133

II. METHODS

Plane waves: Ecut = 400 eV 共this work兲.
aug-cc-pV5Z 共this work兲.
c
cc-pVQZ 共Ref. 54兲.
d
aug-cc-pVxZ 共Ref. 55兲.
e
QQZ 共Ref. 56兲.
f
cc-pVQZ 共Ref. 55兲.

The PIMD formalism14,25 is a computationally tractable
way to describe the full quantum mechanics of a system,
avoiding the approximation that the nuclei are point particles, which is often made in atomistic simulation work. A
set of replicas or “beads” coupled by harmonic springs 共with
temperature- and mass-dependent spring constants兲 represents the system in a description resembling a ring polymer.
An equilibrium sampling of the set of coupled beads provides the full partition function of the system, with the nuclei
treated as quantum particles. For each atom, the geometrical
average of its position over all the beads is termed its centroid. Energy barriers and rates for reactions and transitions,
including proton transfers, have previously been studied using PIMD techniques,26–29 often via centroid molecular
dynamics,30–35 an approximate scheme that works with the
centroids as classical dynamical variables, subject to a mean
potential energy surface. Another PIMD-based scheme that
has recently been used to estimate reaction rates and realtime correlation functions is the ring-polymer molecular dynamics method.35–39
In the present work, the internal energy of each PIMD
bead is calculated using DFT. We use ultrasoft
pseudopotentials,40 with plane wave basis sets,41 periodic
boundary conditions, and the supercell approach42 in performing the DFT calculations for each bead. The Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof 共PBE兲 共Ref. 43兲 exchange-correlation functional is used in all cases. We use the CASTEP plane wave
DFT code.44 Extensive studies have benchmarked the reliability of modern electronic structure methods for studying
H-bonds. In particular, the results of using DFT with various
exchange-correlation functionals for calculating the structures and dissociation energies of many H-bonded complexes
have been compared with quantum chemistry calculations

and experimental results in several works.45–51 The PBE
functional works reasonably well for intermediate strength
H-bonds in small clusters such as those under consideration
here. This can be seen in Table I, where the equilibrium
dissociation energies De 共Ref. 52兲 and harmonic zero-point
energy 共ZPE兲 corrected dissociation energies D0 共Ref. 53兲 for
the HF and water dimers are compared to those obtained
with coupled-cluster theory 关CCSD共T兲兴 in the literature.
Table I shows that for both 共HF兲2 and 共H2O兲2, the plane
wave PBE values are within ⬃40 meV of the CCSD共T兲 results. Part of this error can be attributed to the particular
pseudopotentials and plane wave basis sets employed. This
setup is adequate for the present purpose of comparing systems with classical and quantum nuclei but does not yield
dissociation energies with meV precision compared to accurate all electron results.49
To calculate free energy profiles for the dissociation of
H-bonds, we appeal to the PMF.20–23 PMFs have proved
popular in considering free energy barriers, especially for
reactions,57 and have been used to study H-bonds with classical nuclei.58,59 For a system of N particles having coordinates 兵r1 , . . . , rN其, the PMF, w共n兲, associated with holding a
subset 1 , . . . , n of those particles fixed is defined as the average gradient of the system potential over all configurations
of the unfixed particles n + 1 , . . . , N. The set of fixed coordinates can be used to describe a “reaction coordinate,”
共r1 , . . . , rn兲, and the PMF calculated as a function of . Generally, the system will sample barriers in the free energy as a
function of  infrequently, and methods to speed up the sampling of barriers have been developed: examples of techniques used in practice include umbrella sampling and the
application of constraints to set appropriate values of the
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reaction coordinate.60 The method we use here is based on
applying constraints through the “RATTLE” algorithm.61 In
considering the dissociation of an H-bonded dimer, we use
the heavy atom to heavy atom distance62 as the reaction coordinate.
Beginning with the suggestion in Ref. 24, PMFs have
been used within the path integral formalism for studying
reactions and proton transfers.39,63–71 They have not however
been widely deployed in simulations employing ab initio
electronic structure calculations. The connection allowing
the application of constraint algorithms within a PIMD simulation is provided by the centroids. In a standard application
of RATTLE in an MD simulation with classical nuclei, at
each step of the run, corrections to the positions and velocities are determined, which ensure that the specified constraints are satisfied. In the PIMD version, at each step, we
calculate the centroid positions and velocities, use RATTLE
to determine appropriate corrections, and uniformly adjust
the coordinates of the constrained atoms in each of the beads
according to these corrections. Previous applications combining centroid constraints and ab initio electronic structure
methods include the study by Tuckerman and Marx72 of proton transfer along H-bonds in malonaldehyde, the study of
proton transfer in BaZrO3 by Zhang et al.,73 and the studies
of proton transfer reactions by Xiang and Warshel74 and Major et al.75
We have modified the PIMD routines of the CASTEP code
to allow the application of constraints to the centroids; the
additional computer code required on top of the existing
PIMD/DFT implementation is minimal, and the computational workload needed to gather sufficient statistics to converge the mean forces is manageable. We have carefully
tested our implementation of the constrained-centroid algorithm 共for details, see the supplementary material76兲. In the
constrained classical nucleus MD simulations, the existing
implementation of RATTLE for constraining classical nuclei
in CASTEP is used.77 The Born–Oppenheimer scheme is used
to perform the MD and PIMD simulations. We use 16 beads
共with staging coordinates78兲 in the PIMD simulations of
共HF兲2 and 共H2O兲2.77
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FIG. 1. Cumulative averages 共taken from step 3000兲 of the constraint forces
for the HF dimer with various values of the F–F spacing, as obtained from
constrained classical nucleus MD 共left panel兲 and constrained-centroid
PIMD 共right panel兲 simulations at T = 50 K. The F–F spacings are 3.30 Å
共black solid line兲, 3.50 Å 共red dotted line兲, 3.70 Å 共green long-dashed line兲,
3.85 Å 共blue dot-long-dashed line兲, and 4.00 Å 共brown dot-double-dashed
line兲.

forces are shown in Fig. 2. As far as we are aware, mean
force curves for the dissociation of H-bonds have not previously been calculated using PIMD with ab initio electronic
structures.
The mean forces obtained from the simulations 共Figs. 1
and 2兲 with the nuclei treated classically and quantummechanically show clear differences. To check the convergence of our PIMD calculations with respect to the number
of PIMD beads, we include the mean forces calculated using
32 beads for F–F distances of 3.0 and 4.0 Å in Fig. 2. The 32
bead PIMD mean forces agree very well with those calculated using 16 beads.
Integrating each force profile in Fig. 2 from the point
where it crosses zero provides the corresponding effective
free energy profile.80 In the limit of large spacings, this gives
estimates of the free energies of dissociation, which are
shown in Table II as ⌬Fclass for the constrained classical
nucleus MD and ⌬FPIMD for the constrained-centroid PIMD
simulations.
The free energy of dissociation is reduced upon inclusion of quantum nuclei by 26%, indicating that the bonding
of the HF molecules in the dimer is weaker when the quan-

III. HF DIMER

The first H-bonded system to which we apply our methodology is the HF dimer, where two HF monomers are held
together by a single H-bond. This system has been studied in
several earlier works, e.g., Refs. 45 and 46, and in particular
with PBE DFT in Ref. 48. Unconstrained classical nucleus
MD and PIMD simulations are performed at T = 50 K. The
dimer remains stable during both of these unconstrained
simulations. Once the unconstrained calculations are equilibrated, constrained simulations are performed in which the
F–F distance is held fixed, while the H atoms are free to
move. For the longest F–F distance considered in the constrained runs, the individual HF monomers are clearly well
separated. We present cumulative averages79 of the constraint
forces for the HF dimer calculated with the classical and
PIMD treatments of the nuclei in Fig. 1. The final mean

FIG. 2. Mean constraint forces for the HF dimer vs F–F spacing from
constrained classical nucleus MD 共red circles/solid line兲 and constrainedcentroid PIMD 共blue squares/dashed line兲 simulations at T = 50 K. The magenta diamonds show constrained-centroid PIMD mean forces calculated
with 32 beads. The constrained-centroid PIMD profile for the DF dimer is
shown by the green triangles/dot-dashed line. The inset shows the distribution of unconstrained F–F distances for 共HF兲2 with classical nuclei 共solid red
line兲, 共HF兲2 with PIMD 共dashed blue line兲, and 共DF兲2 with PIMD 共dotdashed green line兲.
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TABLE II. Energy changes upon dissociation of the 共HF兲2 and 共DF兲2
dimers. The energies are ⌬Fclass, free energy difference obtained from classical nucleus MD; ⌬FPIMD, free energy difference obtained from PIMD; De,
difference in the DFT internal energies between bound dimer and separate
monomers; and ⌬ZPE, difference in the harmonic zero-point energy.
Energy
共eV兲

共HF兲2

共DF兲2

⌬Fclass
⌬FPIMD
De
⌬ZPE
De − ⌬ZPE共=D0兲

0.212
0.157
0.238
0.084
0.153

0.205
0.183
0.065
0.173

tum mechanics of the nuclei is included. The distributions of
F–F distances from unconstrained simulations are included
in the inset of Fig. 2 and illustrate that the inclusion of quantum nuclear effects leads to an increased equilibrium F–F
distance: the average F–F distance obtained from the classical nucleus MD simulation is rF–F = 2.72 Å and that from the
PIMD simulation is rF–F = 2.77 Å, an increase in the PIMD
case of 2%. The reduction in H-bond strength found by direct calculation of the free energy of dissociation is consistent with the increased F–F distance in the unconstrained
PIMD simulations.
A consistency check between the constrained mean force
calculations and the unconstrained results is provided by
comparing the F–F distance at which the mean force curves
cross zero, with the average heavy atom distances found in
the unconstrained simulations. For the HF dimer, the mean
force curve crosses zero at an F–F spacing of about 2.70 Å in
the classical case and 2.75 Å in the PIMD case, both in good
agreement with the values obtained from the unconstrained
simulations.
To investigate further the observation that quantum
nuclear effects weaken the H-bond, we consider the HF
dimer model with the hydrogen atoms replaced by deuterium
共D兲 atoms. We expect that with the heavier deuterium atoms,
the influence of the quantum mechanics of the nuclei should
be reduced with respect to regular H, and the difference between the free energies of dissociation calculated with PIMD
and classical nucleus MD should correspondingly be reduced.
In Fig. 2, we show the PIMD mean forces calculated for
the DF dimer. As for the HF dimer, the inclusion of quantum
nuclear effects reduces the dissociation free energy for the
DF dimer, but by a smaller amount 共11%兲, consistent with
the reduced quantum nuclear effects in the DF dimer. In
unconstrained simulations of 共DF兲2, the PIMD average F–F
distance is rF–F = 2.74 Å, an increase over the classical
nucleus MD value of 1%, a smaller increase than that observed in the HF dimer case. The PIMD mean force curve
crosses zero at an F–F spacing of 2.74 Å, in agreement with
the unconstrained PIMD simulation.
The ratio of the change in the free energy of dissociation
due to quantum nuclei in 共HF兲2 to that in 共DF兲2 is 2.5, which
matches the ratio of the changes in the F–F distances in
共HF兲2 and 共DF兲2. The correspondence between these ratios
lends support to the inferences made in an earlier work that

FIG. 3. Changes in the free energy of dissociation due to quantum nuclear
effects vs change in the average heavy atom distances.

an increase in the bond length upon the inclusion of quantum
nuclei corresponds to a weakening of the H-bond. In Fig. 3,
we show the change in free energy of dissociation due to
quantum nuclear effects versus the change in the average
F–F distance 共from the unconstrained simulations兲 for the
HF and DF dimers. Although the data are limited, the points
are consistent with the expectation that as the atomic masses
become larger, ⌬Fclass − ⌬FPIMD and ⌬r̄PIMD − ⌬r̄class tend to
zero together.
IV. WATER DIMER

We now consider the water dimer, again comparing classical nucleus MD and PIMD calculations at T = 50 K. The
dimer remains stable in unconstrained simulations made using both methods. The classical nucleus MD simulation
gives the equilibrium O–O distance as rO–O = 2.90 Å, and the
PIMD simulation gives rO–O = 2.96 Å, an increase in the
PIMD case of 2%.
We then calculate the mean forces79 at various O–O
spacings with PIMD and classical nucleus MD, obtaining the
curves in Fig. 4, and integrate80 to obtain the free energy of
dissociation. When quantum nuclei are introduced, there is a
reduction in the free energy of dissociation, signaling a
weaker H-bond. For the water dimer, the inclusion of quantum nuclei reduces the free energy of dissociation by 16%
共Table III兲, a substantial reduction, although smaller than that
seen for the HF dimer.

FIG. 4. Mean constraint forces for the water dimer vs O–O spacing from
constrained classical nucleus MD 共red circles/solid line兲 and constrainedcentroid PIMD 共blue squares/dashed line兲 simulations at T = 50 K. The dotdashed green line shows the mean forces for the D2O dimer obtained with
the PIMD treatment. The inset shows distributions of O–O distances obtained from unconstrained classical nucleus MD 共red solid line兲 and PIMD
共blue dashed line兲 simulations of H2O and from a PIMD simulation 共green
dot-dashed line兲 of D2O.
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TABLE III. Energy changes upon dissociation of the 共H2O兲2 and 共D2O兲2
dimers. The energies are labeled as in Table II.
Energy
共eV兲
⌬F
⌬FPIMD
De
⌬ZPE
De − ⌬ZPE共=D0兲
class
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共H2O兲2

共D2O兲2

0.184
0.155
0.232
0.110
0.122

0.180
0.162
0.075
0.157

The mean force curves for the water dimer cross zero at
O–O spacings of 2.90 and 2.95 Å in the classical nucleus and
PIMD cases, respectively, matching well the corresponding
unconstrained simulations. With the hydrogen atoms in the
water dimer replaced by deuterium atoms to form 共D2O兲2,
the reduction in the free energy of dissociation in the PIMD
calculation with respect to the classical nucleus calculation is
10%. The changes in the free energy of dissociation due to
quantum nuclei are plotted versus the change in the average
O–O distance due to quantum nuclei for 共H2O兲2 and 共D2O兲2
in Fig. 3.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have directly calculated the free energy changes involved in dissociating the H-bonds of two dimers, 共HF兲2 and
共H2O兲2, at 50 K, with classical and quantum treatments of
the nuclei. For both dimers, including quantum nuclear effects through PIMD raises the mean force curve above that
calculated using classical nucleus MD 共Figs. 2 and 4兲 and
decreases the absolute value of the free energy of dissociation with respect to the classical nucleus result 共Tables II and
III兲. For the HF dimer, quantum nuclear effects reduce the
dissociation free energy by 26%, while in the water dimer,
they reduce the dissociation free energy by 16%, in both
cases significantly weakening the H-bond. The differences in
the dissociation free energy suggest that the influence of
quantum nuclear effects is somewhat larger in the HF dimer
than the water dimer at the temperature considered. Further
free energy calculations indicate that the reduction in bond
strength due to quantum nuclear effects is smaller for both
dimers when the hydrogen atoms are replaced by deuterium
atoms: to 11% for 共DF兲2 and 10% for 共D2O兲2. The weakening of the H-bonds seen in the dissociation free energies
correlates well with the weakening of the H-bond structures
suggested by longer average heavy atom distances in these
dimers found in unconstrained PIMD and classical nucleus
MD simulations. The inclusion of quantum nuclear effects
increases the heavy atom average distances by ⬃2% for both
dimers.
For the HF dimer, the harmonic zero-point corrected dissociation energy D0 共Ref. 52兲 共see Table I兲 provides a good
estimate of the PIMD free energy of dissociation ⌬FPIMD at
T = 50 K, obtained from the constrained-centroid PIMD
simulations, with D0 underestimating ⌬FPIMD by ⬃3%. For
the water dimer, D0 provides a ball-park estimate of the free
energy of dissociation, although it underestimates FPIMD by
21%. Discrepancies between D0 and ⌬FPIMD are expected to

be due to anharmonic effects, which are not captured in D0.
The deviations for both the HF and water dimers are relatively small, consistent with harmonic effects being dominant near the minimum energy structures of the dimer and
separate monomers; we might expect larger disagreement between D0 and FPIMD in more anharmonic situations. The values also suggest that anharmonic effects are more important
in the water dimer than in the HF dimer.
Our work shows that despite being quite computationally intensive, the dissociation free energies of H-bonds with
quantum nuclear effects taken into account can now be
handled at an ab initio level. Furthermore, we have directly
observed the correlation between increased atomic distances
and weakening of the H-bonds due to quantum nuclear effects, for the dimers considered, 共HF兲2 and 共H2O兲2, at the
temperature considered, 50 K.
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